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ABSTRACT
Real-time bidding (RTB) has become a new norm in display adver-
tising where a publisher uses auction models to sell online user’s
page view to advertisers. In RTB, the ad with the highest bid price
will be displayed to the user. �is ad displaying process is biased
towards the publisher. In fact, the bene�ts of the advertiser and the
user have been rarely discussed. Towards the global optimization,
we argue that all stakeholders’ bene�ts should be considered. To
this end, we propose a novel computation framework where multi-
media techniques and auction theory are integrated. �is doctoral
research mainly focus on 1) �guring out the multimedia metrics
that a�ect the e�ectiveness of online advertising; 2) integrating the
discovered metrics into the RTB framework. We have presented
some preliminary results and discussed the future directions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
�e explosive growth of multimedia data on Internet has created
huge opportunities for online advertising. According to the latest
Interactive Advertising Bureau’s annual report [24], the second-
half revenue totaled $39.8 billion in 2016, which is an increase
of $7.7 billion from the second-half revenue of 2015. Despite the
increasing growth of revenue, the e�ectiveness of online advertising
remains debatable. On the one hand, the user gets annoyed by the
improper ads. Marketing data [10] shows that: the average click-
through rate of display ads across all formats and placement is 0.06%;
young adults tend to ignore online banner ads; and ad blocking
has grown by 41% globally in the year 2015. �e unpleasant ad
experience further in�uences their site visits, and their perception
of the displayed ad. On the other hand, the advertiser gets harmed
by ine�ective ad delivery. In terms of cost-per-impression pricing
mechanism, the advertiser has to pay for every impression. Due to
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user’s low engagement towards the displayed ad, a large amount of
budget that the advertiser spends on online advertising is wasted.

�e majority of online displayed ads are served through RTB.
Compared to the RTB system that focuses on the publisher’s rev-
enue (local maximization), we de�ne the global optimization as the
optimal trade-o�s among all stakeholders. In this regard, the proper
ad is not only the highest revenue from the economic point of view,
but also the best �t with the context from the multimedia point of
view. Fig. 1 illustrates how the multimedia metrics are incorporated
with RTB. Our proposed framework consists of two stages: 1) the
�rst stage uses the second-price (SP) auction model to deal with
economic issues; 2) the second stage uses our proposed optimal
re-ranking model to select the proper ad. Note that, the indepen-
dent process of stage I ensures the equilibrium in ad auctions. �e
multimedia metrics take e�ect in stage II. Since they are exogenous,
our proposed framework does not a�ect the advertiser’s bidding
behavior.

Due to the complex nature of display advertising, we are facing
the following challenges:

• What metrics to select? User’s engagement (e.g., view,
click) towards the displayed ad varies in di�erent context.
Understanding the context and user’s behavior becomes
the key factor to improve the e�ectiveness of online adver-
tising.

• How to integrate the metrics? Online advertising is a
multidisciplinary topic, which involves economics, mul-
timedia and psychology. �e metrics represent the stake-
holders’ bene�t from di�erent domains. An easy but ef-
fective solution is the linear combination model. �us,
determining the optimal weights becomes the key issue.

�e development of computer vision, multimedia analysis and
machine learning techniques brings opportunities to solve these two
challenges. Firstly, we select a set of multimedia metrics according
to marketing data and consumer psychology literature. We then
conduct a user-study experiment to demonstrate the e�ectiveness of
the selected metrics. Secondly, we simulate a real-world advertising
system based on an auction dataset and two multimedia datasets.
By adding constrains on the changes of metrics when compared
with existing system, we propose an optimization model to obtain
the optimal weights. To the best of our knowledge, we are the �rst
towards global optimization in display advertising by combining
multimedia techniques and auction theory.

�e rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
the related work. Section 3 describes the proposed optimization
framework. Section 4 presents our preliminary results. Section 5
lists our works in progress. And section 6 concludes the paper.
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed framework [6].

2 RELATEDWORK
From the economics perspective, researchers mainly focus on in-
vestigating the strategy of selling ad impressions. �e generalized
second-price (GSP) auction [8] and the Vickrey-Clark-Groves (VCG)
auction [23] have been widely used on di�erent platforms. As rev-
enue is always the primary concern, the squashing parameter and
reserve price have been discussed to increase the revenue of GSP
auctions [14, 28]. GSP auction model has been proved to be able to
improve social welfare as well [13].

From the multimedia perspective, researchers mainly focus on in-
creasing user’s engagement towards displayed ads and meanwhile
maintaining user’s online experience. Literature in marketing and
consumer psychology has already shown that the contextual rel-
evance between the content of the hosting webpage and the ads
makes a large di�erence in their clickability [5], and it also has a
leading e�ect on user’s online experience [18]. According to the
utilized information for contextual similarity matching, we can
classify most existing contextual advertising systems into three cat-
egories: text-based advertising [15], visual-based advertising [27]
and targeted advertising [29]. To achieve be�er contextual rele-
vance, the multimodal approach has been proposed which considers
both textual and visual information for video [9, 19] and image ad-
vertising [21].

�e works discussed so far only focus on the bene�t of a speci�c
stakeholder, regardless of the other stakeholders’ bene�ts. Trade-
o�s among multiple objectives or stakeholders have been discussed
in several works. Likhodedov et al. [17] proposed a framework
that linearly combines revenue and social welfare in a single-item
auction. Bachrach et al. [2] proposed a framework that linearly
combines relevant, welfare and clicks in sponsored search. Liao et
al. [16] combined revenue and relevance for video advertising.

Our goal is to foster a vigorous and healthy online advertising
ecosystem. Di�erent from most existing works that focus on lo-
cal maximum value, we focus on the global optimization of the
whole advertising ecosystem. Display advertising is an interplay
among all stakeholders and each stakeholder’s ad experience is

Figure 2: User’s engagement on displayed ad under di�erent
combination of multimedia metrics.

an important factor for advertising e�ectiveness. In the proposed
framework, the publisher’s revenue will decrease in a short term in
trade of improvements on the bene�ts of the advertiser and user.
�e increased ad experience will increase the demand of the ad-
vertiser’s advertising needs and the supply of the user’s webpage
visits, which will boost the publisher’s revenue in a long run.

3 PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
We propose to incorporate multimedia metrics into RTB to improve
the e�ectiveness of display advertising. Our framework consists of
two stages (see Fig. 1). �e �rst stage is based on the second-price
auction model. And the second stage is based on the optimal re-
ranking model to select the most appropriate ad. Since the auction
model is simple but e�ective, we focus on the optimal re-ranking
model. When adopting the weighted linear combination model,
the key issues are: what metrics should be considered and how to
determine the optimal weights.

3.1 Select Multimedia Metrics
As the user is the potential customer to the advertiser, any ad that
can deliver the advertiser’s information to the user can be viewed
as an e�ective ad. It has been recognized that the user’s acceptance
of a message is sequence of psychology process: a�ention, compre-
hension, yielding, retention and action [1]. Motived by this �nding,
we suggest the following three multimedia metrics that can help
improve the e�ectiveness of online advertising.

Contextual relevance has been widely discussed in computa-
tional multimedia advertisement [20]. Contextual relevance refers
to the similarity between the content of the host webpage and the
ad description provided by the advertiser. It has been proved to
be e�ective in increasing the ad CTR and meanwhile maintaining
user’s online experience.

Visual saliency measures whether the ad image can be easily
spo�ed out within the host webpage. �rough a series of eye-
tracking experiments, recent research found that: users intention-
ally avoid looking at the banner ads [25], and they tend to ignore
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Table 1: Speci�cations of metric variables for Stage II.

Variable Computation Input for Stage IIMethod Input Output
Publisher’s revenue Stage I Bid Payment x1,i,z = normalized pi,z
Advertiser’s utility Stage I Bid, payment Utility x2,i,z = normalized (vi,z − pi,z )
Ad memorability MemNet [12] Ad image Memorability score x3,i,z = normalized score
Ad CTR Given by data CTR CTR x4,i,z = normalized CTR
Contextual relevance TakeLab [26] Title, keywords, description Semantic similarity score x5,i,z = normalized score
Ad saliency MBS [30] Web page snapshot, ad image Saliency map and ratio x6,i,z = normalized ratio

ads located on the bo�om and right area [22]. By introducing visual
saliency, we can increase the probability that the user will notice
the displayed ad intentionally or unintentionally.

Image memorability measures how likely the user will recall
the ad correctly. It is an important metric for ad branding concep-
tion. It has been shown that image memorability is a stable and
intrinsic property of images that is shared across di�erent viewers.
By introducing image memorability, the advertiser’s bene�t will be
improved.

To demonstrate the e�ectiveness of our introduced multimedia
metrics, we proposed a novel multimodal framework for contex-
tual video advertising [7]. Given an online video and a set of ad
candidates, we �rst roughly identify a set of relevant ads based
on textual information matching. We then carefully select a set of
candidates based on the visual content matching. In this regards,
our selected ads are contextually relevant to the video in terms of
both textual information and visual content. We �nally select the
most salient ad as the most appropriate one. We further extend the
proposed framework by considering the image memorability.

In the user-study experiment, we selected 20 popular YouTube
videos as our test video set, and we collected the products infor-
mation from Amazon and Taobao to construct the ad dataset. We
invited 80 participants to join our experiment, and we used an eye-
tracker device to record their eye gaze information. Since user’s
behavior is sensitive to the purpose of the experiment, they did
not have prior knowledge about the experiment. We also built a
browser interface which is similar to YouTube to simulate the real-
world online video viewing environment. �e experimental result
is shown in Fig. 2. By comparing the saliency-based advertising
strategy to the text-based and visual-based strategy, we can �nd
that: the average �xation duration on the displayed ad increases
with introducing visual saliency. By comparing the memorability
enhanced advertising to the text-based and visual-based strategy,
we can �nd that: the average ad recall rate increases with consider-
ing image memorability. By comparing the memorability-enhanced
advertising to saliency-based advertising, we observe an interesting
�nding: higher �xation duration does not ensure higher ad recall
rate. �is �nding indicates that the memorability is an intrinsic
property of images, which is consistent with the results in [12].

3.2 Optimal Re-ranking Model
Besides the multimedia metrics discussed in the previous section,
we further consider three metric variables that is commonly dis-
cussed in online advertising: the publisher’s revenue, the adver-
tiser’s utility and the ad CTR. Revenue is always the primary con-
cern in display advertising. If advertiser is selected as the winning

bidder, the revenue is her paid price, which equals to the bidding
price of the next bidder. �e utility shows the advertiser’s cost sav-
ing. It is de�ned as the di�erence between her value and payment.
�e ad CTR is the more direct variable to show the e�ectiveness
of online advertising. It can be obtained from the historical data.
Table 1 speci�es all the metric variables as the inputs of the second
stage.

All advertisers are re-ranked in the second stage. Given a set
of advertisers in auction z,the rank score of advertiser i,i ∈ z, is
de�ned as follows:

rsi,z =
∑
k ∈K

ωkxk,i,z , (1)

where xk,i,z is the input value of metric variable k , ωk is the corre-
sponding weight.

�e optimal weights can be obtained from the historical data.
�e weights of variables in the rank score represent the publisher’s
preferences towards the metrics. As described earlier, the publisher
needs to sacri�ce a certain amount of revenue in the short term
in order to increase the bene�ts of other stakeholders. Let θ1 be
the maximum pre-determined loss rate of revenue and let θk ,∀k ∈
K\{1}, be the minimum increase rate of other variables. Given the
maximum loss and the minimum increase targets, we can obtain
the optimal weights from the training set Z̃ .

Our algorithm can be expressed as follows:

max
ω1, · · · ,ω6

∑
z∈Z̃

rs∗,z , (2)

subject to 0 ≤ ωk ≤ 1,∀k ∈ K , (3)∑
k ∈K

ωk = 1, (4)

|ξ1,Z̃ | ≤ |θ1 |,θ1 ≤ 0, (5)

ξk,Z̃ ≥ θk ,θk ≥ 0,∀k ∈ K\{1}, (6)

where rs∗,z is the rank score of the selected advertiser in auction z
by our proposed model, ξk,Z̃ is the mean of changes of variable k
between our proposed model and the ground truth, de�ned by

ξk,Z̃ =

∑
z∈Z̃ (xk,∗,z − xk,¬,z )∑

z∈Z̃ xk,¬,z
, (7)

where xk,∗,z is the input value of metric variable k for the selected
advertiser in auction z by our proposed model, xk,¬,z is the input
value of metric variable k for the selected advertiser in auction z in
the ground truth.

�e optimal weights maximize the sum of rank scores of the
select advertisers from all auctions in the training set. Eqs. (3)-(4)
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ensure each variable has an impact in the re-ranking but its impact
has an upper bound. Eqs. (5)-(6) further specify the lower bounds of
trade-o�s where the maximum decrease of the publisher’s revenue
and the minimum increases for other variables.

4 EXPERIMENT
To validate the proposed framework, both bidding information
(e.g., bid price, ad CTR) and multimedia information (e.g., text
for contextual relevance matching, ad image for visual saliency
and image memorability) for each ad are needed. We use two
independent datasets to simulate the real-world advertising system:
the multimedia dataset (data collected from AOL and YouTube)
represents the interaction between the publisher and the user, and
the auction dataset shows the interplay between the publisher and
the advertiser. We compare the proposed framework with the GSP
auction model, which has been widely used in existing RTB system.
Since revenue is always the major concern in online advertising, it
will be interesting to investigate how the loss of revenue will a�ect
the other metrics. In this experiment, we set θ1 to a non-positive
value and θk = 0,k = 2 . . . 6. We conduct 10-fold cross validation
on the both AOL and YouTube dataset and the results are shown in
Fig 3.

From this �gure, we can conclude that there exist trade-o�s
among stakeholders in the proposed framework, and the trade-o�s
change with the publisher’s speci�c needs (the threshold values
θk ,k = 1 . . . 6). We have the following observations: 1) the changes
of variables in the test set is similar to that of the training set on
both AOL and YouTube multimedia datasets. �e consistent results
con�rm our cross-validation; 2) when θ1 is close to 0, all variables
remain unchanged. �is is because our weight determination model
(see section 3.2) is not able to �nd a solution to the constrains. In
other words, the publisher is too stingy to lose revenue and too
greedy to achieve improvement on the other variables. In this
scenario, we will use the traditional RTB system to select the ad with
highest bid price; 3) when θ1 further decreases, the revenue follows
a monotone decreasing pa�ern and the other variables increase to
various degrees. According to our optimal weights determination
model, the solution space will increase with the decrease of θ1. We
will select the optimal weights with the highest accumulated rank
score; 4) when θ1 decreases below a threshold value, the changes
of metrics remains stable. Note that, the optimal weights changes
with the given threshold values. �rough analyzing the historical
data and the changes of variables will help the publisher decide a
threshold of revenue loss.

5 WORK IN PROGRESS
�e framework described above is only applicable to the situation
where each webpage has a single ad slot. We are currently work-
ing on a generalized framework where a webpage has multiple ad
slots. Recently, we have constructed another multimedia dataset
from Yahoo and MSN. We �nd that: the percentage of single slot
webpage is about 18.3% (3,390 out of 18,447) in Yahoo, and 13.8%
(1,484 out of 10,717) in MSN, respectively. �e multi-slot webpage
makes the computational framework more complex. In the current
RTB se�ing, these ad slots are sold separately through individual
auctions [3]. �e following scenarios are likely to happen: 1) com-
petitive ads are displayed on the same webpage (e.g., Apple Iphone

Figure 3: �e e�ect of θ1 on the changes of variables, where
X-axis represents the decrease threshold of revenue (θ1) and
Y-axis represents the changes of variables when compared
with existing RTB system.

7 and Samsung Galaxy S8 are displayed in the same webpage about
mobile techniques). �e competitive ads have a negative e�ect on
user’s brand conception [4]; 2) an ad with a higher bid price will be
placed at a less salient slot. �e eye-tracking experiment has shown
that user’s web sur�ng eye-gaze follows the ’F’ shape [11]. �is �nd-
ing indicates the importances of di�erent ad slot locations within
the webpage. We will propose a computational framework that
considers both the webpage-ad context and the ad-ad pair context.
�e limitations above can be acted as the hard/so� constraints.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a computational framework to improve
the e�ectiveness of display advertising by incorporating multime-
dia metrics. �e metrics are: the contextual relevance to ensure
user’s online experience as well as increase the ad CTR, the visual
saliency to draw user’s a�ention and the image memorability to
enhance user’s brand conception. We �rst conduct an eye-tracking
experiment to demonstrate the e�ectiveness of the introduced met-
rics. A�er that, we discuss how to integrate the multimedia metrics
into RTB. We also propose an optimization model to determine
the optimal weights of the metrics. Our experimental results show
that the proposed framework is able to increase the bene�ts of the
advertiser and the user with just a slight decrease in the publisher’s
revenue. However, be�er engagements of advertisers and users will
increase the demand of advertising and supply of webpage visits,
which will boost the publisher’s revenue in the long run.
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